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exteriorentry & dining

Both the entry and dining room strike a French mood thanks to a variety of pieces from Lolo French Antiques et 
More. With this theme in mind, Mimi Montgomery and Laurent Gouon used antiques that add a warmth in 
keeping with the home’s lake surroundings. A 19th-century still life painting depicting game hunting was the 

impetus for the rich color palette that mixes beautifully with the patina of the room’s antiques, including six French 
Louis XV-style dining chairs surrounding a 19th-century Baroque-style trestle farmhouse table. Rugs from Paige Albright 
Orientals add softness as well as a bit of graphic interest. Lucite-and-hide counter stools from Gabby Home balance out the 
antiques-filled spaces with an unexpected yet welcome modern touch. Beyond the kitchen, a sliding door system from Pella 
invites guest to step out on the screened porch.
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Lolo French Antiques et More
3101 3rd Avenue South
Birmingham, AL  35233
205.323.6033
lolofrenchantiques.com
FB: @LoloFrenchAntiques
IG: lolofrenchantiques
Lolo French Antiques et More offers one of the 
South’s most impressive and diverse collections 
of period and style pieces dating from the 
17th century to the early 20th century. Each 
antique is personally selected by owner Laurent 
Gouon. Originally from Nantes, France, Laurent 
has over 25 years of experience buying and 
importing distinctive European antiques. He 
regularly travels throughout Europe searching 
for the best antiques that fit with today’s lifestyle. 
In addition, Laurent’s expertise in fine furniture 
repair, restoration, and refinishing, along with his 
high sense of style, has attracted designers and 
collectors worldwide.

tip Add inset lighting to stair risers 
 to provide safety with style. 

Paige Albright Orientals 
2814 Petticoat Lane
Mountain Brook, AL  35223
205.877.3232
paigealbrightorientals.com
FB: @PaigeAlbrightOrientals
IG: paorientals
Paige Albright Orientals has one of the 
largest selections of oriental rugs in the 
Southeast. Paige connects with dealers 
across the globe and can help customers 
find any rug that she doesn’t keep in stock. 
She has a keen eye for antique pieces and 
can usually quote a rug’s value by sight. 
Paige frequently visits the markets in New 
York and abroad to replace her fast-moving 
inventory and to get an idea of what today’s 
market trends are looking like. She also 
offers rug repair, restoration, consulting, and 
measuring services.

SOURCES: Room Design, 
Furnishings, and Accessories:  
Lolo French Antiques et More Rugs: 
Paige Albright Orientals Hardwood 
Floors and Stair: River Bottom Pine 
Flooring Windows and Sliding 
Door System: Pella Windows 
& Doors Ceiling Fixtures and 
Lighting in Stair Risers: Inline 
Lighting Front Door: Custom 
by Classic Homes Paint (Calm by 
Benjamin Moore) and Stain: Lake 
Martin Painting


